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The theory of ideals of linear operators is well developed and has a lot of 
applications in theory and practise. The purpose of this paper is to give a first 
idea of a similar theory for bounded (nonlinear) operators. In view of applica- 
tions we will not give an abstract (perhaps general nonsense) theory, but an 
example of a class X, of bounded operators with a structure similar to an 
2’-module( 9represents the class of all linear operators between Banach spaces), 
and applications to projection methods for solving equations with X,-type 
operators. 
1. 
Let M be a subset of a Banach space X, and Y a Banach space. By B(M, Y) 
we denote the Banach space of all bounded continuous operators T: M--f Y 
with the norm s(T) = sup{II Tx[I, x E M}, and by B,(M, Y) the set of all 
T E B(M, Y) with the property: TM is contained in an n-dimensional 
subspace of Y. 9(X, Y) is the usual Banach space of all continuous linear 
operators L: X-t Y. Then we define for T E B(M, Y) 
a,(T) = inf{s(T - T,), T, E B,(M, Y)}, 
the nth approximation number of T. Evidently, 
s(T) > a,,(T) >, a,(T) >, a,(T) > ... > 0. 
Approximation numbers of linear operators were introduced by Pietsch (7): 
a,(L) = inf{/l L -L, I[, L, E 9(X, Y), dim L,X < n} 
for L E 2(X, Y). 
The following properties are evident. 
(Al) For all S, T E B(M, Y), for all n, m E IV, 
G+AS + T) < 48 + a,(T). 
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(A2) For all S, T E B(M, Y), for all n E N, 
I a,(S) - u,(T)1 < s(S - T). 
(A3) For all T E B(M, Y), for all scalars c, 
4cT) = I c I s(T). 
(A4) For all T E B(M, Y), for all n EN, 
a,(T) = 0 iff T EB,(M, Y). 
(A5) For all T E B(M, Y), for all L E 2’( Y, Z), n E IV, 
4W < II L II 4T). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let b: B(M, Y) + RN be a mapping with the properties 
(Al) and (A4). Then for all n E N and T E B(M, Y), 
b,(T) G 4T). 
Proof. (Al) implies with S E B(M, Y) 
b,(T) d b,(S) + b,(S - T) < b,(S) + 4s - T). 
For E > 0 choose 5’ E B,(M, Y) with s(S - T) < a,(T) + E, then 
b,(T) < 4s - T) < a,(T) + E> 
hence the mapping a: B(M, Y) -+ RN with a(T) = (a,(T)) is the greatest 
approximation number function. 
Let A be a bounded set in a Banach space Y. By x(A), the measure of 
noncompactness of A (3), we denote the infimum of all E > 0, such there 
exists a finite c-net for A. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For T E B(M, Y), 
x( TM) = li+% a,(T). 
Proof. Let x := Km,,, a,(T) and U the unit ball in Y. 
(a) “x(TM) > x”: For 6 > 0 there exists a finite set yr ,..., yk with 
TMC ;1 (yi + (x(TM) + 8) Ui>. 
j=l 
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We define h,(x) = max(O, 6 - 11 TX - yi 11) and 
q(x) = f hi(X) ( 1 -lh,(x). i=l 
Then we have for T,(x) = xf=, TV yj , Tk E B,(M, Y) and s(T - Tk) < 
X( TM) + 6. Hence a,(T) < x(TM) + 6, and therefore x < x(TM). 
(b) “x(TM) < x”: x = limn+m a,(T) implies: for 6 > 0 there exists 
n, E N such that for n > no, a,(T) - x -C S/2. Hence there exists 
T, E B,(M, Y) with s(T - T,) - x < S/2. T,M is relatively compact in Y; 
therefore there is a finite set yi ,..., yk E Y with 
TMC(I)yj+~~+jx+~uj=i)y,+(x+S)~. 
j=l j=l 
So we obtain a finite (X + S)-net for TM, hence x(TM) < x. 
COROLLARY. T is compact if and only if lim,,, a,(T) = 0. 
In the sequel we will use the following composition formulas. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T E B(M, Y), SEB(N, Z) with TM C N, Z a 
Ban& space. Let S be Lipschitz continuous: j/ Sy’ - Sy” /I < k . II y’ - Y” 11. 
Then a,(ST) < K . a,(T). 
Proof. For E > 0 choose T, E B,(M, Y) with s(T - T,) < a,(T) + E. 
Then a,(ST) < s(ST - ST,) < k . s(T - T,) < k(a,(T) + E). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces, MC X, TE B(M, Y) 
and L E 9(Y, Z). Then for rz, m E N 
~,+,WT) < ol,W am(T). 
Proof. For E > 0 choose operators L, E 5?(Y, Z) and T, E B,(M, Y) 
with dimL,Y < n, s(T - T,) < am(T) + 6, and I/L -L, II < a,(L) + E. 
Then L,(T - T,) + LT, E B,+,(M, Z) and 
u,+,(LT) < s(LT - L,(T - T,) - LT,) 
~s((L--L,)(T--T,))~llL--L,ll.s(T--T,) 
< (s(L) + +nUT) + 4. 
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Pietsch (7) introduced the following class of linear operators. A linear 
operator L is said to be of type ID if and only if C a,(L)” < CT, (p > 0). 
The set Zl’(X, Y) of all operators L E 9(X, Y) of type I” is a linear quasi- 
normed (by p,(L) =- (C an(L)“)‘:“) complete space. Analogs we define: 
T E B(M, Y) is said to be of type h, , if and only if 
oP(T): = @- a,(T)p)“” < co. 
We denote the set of all &-type operators by X,(M, Y). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. &,(I%!, Y) is a linear space, uD is a quasinorm on h,(M, Y), 
and X,(M, Y) is, with Y, complete in the topology, induced by (sv . 
The proof is the same as in (7, Chap. 8.2). Let us remark, that h,(M, Y) 
has an “Z-module property” (L E 3 and T E h, implies LT E A,). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let L EL(Y, Z), T E h,(M, Y), then LT E X,(M, Z), 
and 
u,(LT) G II-Q II u,(T). 
The proof follows from (A5) and from the definition of h,(M, Y). 
The next proposition shows, that the class of &-type operators is not 
empty. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let L E Zp(Y, 2) and T E B(M, Y). Then LT E h,(M, 2) 
and 
proof. From Proposition 1.4 follows a&CT) < a,(L) * s(T), hence 
uP(LT) = (C a,(LT)P)l’P < s(T)(C ~I,(L)~)~I~ < s(T) P,(L) < ~0. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let L E P(Y, Z) and T E A&M, Y). Then LT E h,(M, 2) 
with I/r = l/p + l/q, and u,(LT) < T~~~~(L) * u9( T), where rpcI is independent 
from L and T. 
The proof is given in (8). 
The next proposition shows, that, if 0 < p < 1, each X,-type operator 
can be expanded in an absolute convergent series. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let T E A,(M, Y), 0 < p < 1. Then there exist a 
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seqllence (fn) of scalar-valued continuous-bounded functions, and a sequence 
(yJ C Y with ljyn 11 = 1, such that T has the form 
with 
TX = f  fnW~n for x E M 
n=1 
The proof is also given in (8). 
2. 
In this section we describe methods to estimate the approximation numbers 
of concrete operators. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T E B(M, Y). If there exists a linear operator D 
in Y with continuous inverse and a positive number m, such that for all x E M 
then 
a,(T) < m(1 + n1i2) or,(D-l). 
Proof. Let U={y~Y,//yIl<l} and U,={~EY,IID~II<~). For 
E > 0 and n E N we choose L, E Y(Y, Y) with dim L,Y < n, and 
11 D-l -L, 11 < (1 + c) ol,(D-l). Since y E U implies D-‘y E U,, , we have 
By assumption TM C mUD , so we have with Y, = L,Y 
TM C m( 1 + 6) a,(D-l) . U + Y, . 
By a theorem of Kadec and Snobar (4) there exists a linear projection 
P,: Y + Y, with II P, II < n1i2. For x E M we get 
Tx=m(l+~)a,(D-l)*v+w 
with v E U and w E Y, ; this implies with P-w = w 
jj TX - P,Tx I/ = m(1 + c) ol,(D-l) . II 7~ - P,p II 
< m(1 + G) or,(D-l)(l + n112) IIv II, 
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and we obtain 
a,(T) < s( 1’ - P,T) zc m( I + n”“) m,#-‘). 
COROLLARY. I f  X is strictly convex OY rejlexiue, then 
11 DTx // < m implies a,(T) = O(a,(D-l)). 
Proof. I f  X is reflexive, choose an equivalent norm on X which is strictly 
convex. Then choose P, to be the (homogeneous) metric projection (10). 
Let Q be an open bounded domain in m-dimensional Euclidean space with 
sufficiently smooth boundary. Then for k > 0 and 1 ,< p < co the Sobolev 
space WDk(Q) is the completion of the space Cm(B) with respect to the norms 
and 
II x Ilwpk = if k E N, 
ifk$N. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ? be a continuous-bounded operator from a subset M 
of L,(Q) into WPk(Q), K the embedding of WDk(Q) in L,(Q) and T = ICY. Then, 
a,(T) = O(H-~/~). 
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram. 
By a theorem of Birman and Solomjak (2) we have 
CL,(K) = O(rklm), 
and therefore, by Proposition 1.4, 
a,(T) < a,(~) s(T) = O(C~/~). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T be a continuous bounded operator on a bounded 
subset M of L,(Q) into Wpk(Q). S pp u ose, that p fulfills a Lipschitz condition 
on M with Lipschitx constant c. Let T be the restriction of rf to M n Wpk(Q). 
Then, 
a,(T) = O(n-klm). 
Proof. We have 
M n WDk(.n) T - WPk(Q) 
\P 
-w-3 
where K is the embedding of M n WDk(.Q) into L,(Q). Then T = TIC. By 
the theorem of Birman and Solomiak there exists a linear operator 
Kn: WDk(Q) + L,(Q) with 11 K - K~ 11 = O(n-“im); therefore we have 
a,(T) < S(TK - TK,) < c sup{II KX - K,X 11, x E M} 
< c 11 K - K, 11 SUp{ll X 11, X E M) = O(n-“l”). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T be a continuous-bounded opuatorfrom a subset M 
of W,“(O) into W,j(Q) (j > h), K the embedding of W,j(sZ) into W,le(Q), and 
T = Kp. Then, 
an(T) = O(n-(j-k)h+lP). 
Proof. By a theorem of Amar el Kolli (5) the nth diameter of the unit ball 
U,j of W,j(Q) with respect to the WDk-norm is d,( U,j, Upk) = O(K(~-~)/~), 
where d,(A, B) is given by d,(A, B) = inf{inf{t > 0, A C tB + F}, F C WDk, 
dim F < n>. Lemma 9.1.6 of (7) states the result: 
a,(K) < (1 $ nl/“) d,(U,j, UDk) = O(n--(j-k)/m+1/2), 
therefore follows a,(T) = O(n-(j-k)lm+1/2). 
Similar to Proposition 2.3 is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p be a continuous bounded operator from a bounded 
subset M of W,“(Q) into W,i(sZ) (j > h). S pp u ose that p fuljills a Lipschitx 
condition on M. Let T be the restriction of l?’ to M n W,j(sZ). Then 
a,(T) = O(n-(j-k)/m+lP >- 
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3. 
As an application we will show that the optimal rate of convergence of 
some projection method for solving an equation 
x - TX = v w 
is given by the rate of convergence of the approximation numbers of T. 
For simplicity we assume, that T E B(Ks , Y), with K, = (X E Y Ij x j/ < s}, 
is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant K < 1. Then, by the contrac- 
tion principle, for ally E K, with Y = (1 - K)s, the equation (&) has a unique 
solution x+. The mapping R: K, --f K,7 with Ry = X+ is called the resolvent 
of T (6). It is known: R E B(K, , Y), and for all y  E K,. , 
y = Ry - TRy. 
By Sy := Ry - y  for y  E K, we define the quasiresolvent S E B(K,. , Y) 
of T. Then we have 
S = TR. 
This means especially: if T is compact, then S is also compact. Now we 
show a,(T) > a,(S). For E > 0 there is T, E B,(K, , Y) with s(T - T,) < 
a,(T) + E. Then 
4s - TnR) = sup~I/ SY - T,Ry II,Y E K,: 
= sup{I/ TRY - TnRy IL Y E &I 
= sup{/1 TX - T,x I!, x E K,} < a,(T) + E. 
On the other hand, if R is surjective, we find for E > 0, S, E B,(K, , Y) 
with s(S - S,) < a,(S) + E. Then we obtain 
s(T - S,(I - T)) = sup{li TX - S,(x - Tx)ij, x E KS} 
= SUP{I/ WY - &CRY - TRY)II,Y E KA 
= sup{11 Sy - S,y I/, y E K,} ,( a,(S) + E. 
So we have a,(S) = u,(T). 
A projection method of the class Qr (9) consists of determining the solution 
z E Y, = span{y, ,..., ya) of the equation 
xj’(z - T(y + z)) = 0, Gw 
where x,‘,..., x,’ are continuous linear functionals. Then x, = y  + z is an 
approximation of the solution x of (8~). I f  we assume, that for each y  E K, 
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the solution z of (&&) is uniquely determined, then a map S,: K, -+ Y,, is 
given. We estimate the error: 
II x - x, II = II RY - xn II = IIY + SY - (Y + &Y)II = II SY - &Y II. 
So we obtain the result: 
The (optimal) rate of convergence of a projection method of the class Q1 , 
uniformly for all y  E K,. , is given by the rate of convergence of the sequence 
MT)). 
Remark. If we assume, that T is a Hammerstein operator T = Lf with 
a compact self-adjoint operator L in a Hilbert space, then, by Proposition 1.4, 
we obtain a result similar to Amann (1). 
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